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EXPLOSION BLACKS
OUT UNIVERSITY
by Larry Turner and Thomas Moore
Last week's explosion of a main
transformer sent flames 60 feet into the air and rattled windows near
the explosion. The resulting power
failure left a handful of people
stranded in elevators, and almost
caused a cancellation of the
basketball home opener against
the University of Bridgeport.
The explosion, the cause of
which is still unknown, originated
at the U.C.F. building where the
campus' main source of power is
located.
Two Fairfield Fire Department
trucks responded to the call, finding the explosion had all but
burnt itself out. The wires that remained burning were quickly extinguished after a brief inspection
of the scene by a United Illuminating repairman who responded.
With the threat of fire removed,
there still remained the problem of
power. Although electrical power
was promptly resumed in a number of buildings (the Library, Bannow science building, South East,
Far East, Rec-plex and Campus
Center), the rest of the university
faced a blackout, with the exception of the Nursing Building,
which only had power on the first
floor, and the gym, which was running on half-power.
The estimated time of repair,
which involved replacing the gutted transformer, was between 3
and 4 hours. The transformer was
one of three, and was the property
of United Illuminating.

The possible cause of the explosion was originally thought to be a
surge of electricity too large for
the capacity of the transformer.
This caused the transformer to act
as a fuse or circuit-breaker cutting
off the overload. Since transformers take in high voltage electricity
and transform it to a state of lower
voltage, this theory seemed to fit
the circumstances.
John J. Dunigan, the Director of
the Department of Heating and
Engineering at Fairfield U.,
thought otherwise. "In order to
check the voltage in the transformer," Mr. Dunigan said, "you
have to check the terminator caps.
To do that you have to shut the
transformer down. Moisture can
get in the caps. If moisture gets in
the caps, that can cause an explosion."
Another problem arose out of
the incident. The Mirror was informed that PCB's might have
been present in the oil in the
transformer. The oil acts as a
coolant in the transformer.
Bruce Neff, of the Wagner Co. (a
local testing facility) said he
thought "it was highly unlikely
that PCB's would be present" in
the oil, as all transformers were
sampled two years ago for the toxic substances with a negative
result.
Nevertheless, a sample of the
oil was taken from the transformer
and brought to the Wagner Co. for
testing. The results proved to be
negative.

Hepatitis Cases Continue
by Thomas P. Moore
Two more cases of type A
Hepatitis were confirmed on
Thursday of last week. Tfjese are
the first cases confirmed since
November 16th, bringing the total
number of cases to 26 at Fairfield.
Dean Henry W. Krell, Director of
Student Services commented,
"These two new cases do not constitute a new outbreak. The incubation period of this disease is
14 to 40 days so these cases are
probably part of the original outbreak. The infirmary has inoculated 1100 students, with this in
mind.

I don't see another Hepatitis outbreak occurring here."
Out of a group of five persons
tested,only two were stated as
positive. Two weeks ago four tests
were returned negative.
Fairfield's bout with this sickness was publicized across the nation in the last few weeks. It was
announced to the press on November 11th.
Public Relations' Director Mr.
Murray Farber said, "Even with
these two new cases we have no
cases pending at the lab, so this
can't be deemed a new outbreak."

The main concern of University
officials was how the poweroutage would affect the basketball
team's season opener which was
to be televised over channel 49
CPTV. It was decided that the only
hope for the game was to bring in
and install a new transformer as
soon as possible. This was done,
and full power restored to the
campus at 8:15 P.M.
Mr. Dunigan stressed the
amount of what he called "university teamwork" as being involved
in the handling of the crisis. Mr.
Dunigan was surprised at the
amount of flashlights the oncampus students possessed, and
the helpful attitude that was evident during the blackout.

Students Oppose
Shuttle Curtailment
by Dave Scott and Marguerite Downing

At a townhouse meeting held on
November 19, 1981, Mr. William
Schimpf, Dean of Student Services, unexpectedly revealed that
the shuttle service to the beach
for the academic year 1982-83 will
be discontinued.
Mr. William Schimpf justified
his decision by citing the "accelerated cost of the shuttle service" and the declining number of
beach residents. As it stands, the
decision will affect a projected
number of 300 students.
The cost of runnning the shuttle
to the beach for these students
will be approximately $35,000, according to Harry Stevens, Director
of Transportation. Schimpf feels
that the university should no longer subsidize these few students.
Schimpf stated, "Once we knew
that the townhouses were in
place, we knew we would not have
to subsidize the bus service to the
beach." According to Schimpf, the
university hopes to redirect these
funds toward financial aid programs.
Upon hearing the decision Mike
Bentivegna, President of FUSA,
stated, "I was upset about the fact
that I was not officially informed
or made aware that such a deci-
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After the explosion last week the damaged transformer stands amidst
charred leaves. The force of the explosion blew the top off this
transformer and sent flames 60 feet into the air. [Photo by Duane Bailey]

-.

Town house construction continues at a fast pace in an effort to meet the August 15 deadline for completion.
Here surveyors outline the area of the complex.
[Photo by Duane Bailey]

sion was even being considered."
When questioned about any plans
to notify the student body, Dean
Schimpf replied, "I really had no
plan."
On November 5, 1976, the first
shuttle began as a weekend service which the University Voice,
the campus newspaper, described
as attracting a feeble student
response. The shuttle service was
initiated by Schimpf for three
reasons. The most important
reason was, according to Schimpf,
to encourage students to move to
the beach. He had hoped that the
shuttle would also prevent isolation and offer easy accessibility to
public transportation. Schimpf felt
that the continued shuttle service
from campus to town will preserve
two of the three original goalsSchimpf pointed out that although the university is firm on its
decision that it can no longer subsidize the bus shuttle service to
the beach, it will consider alternatives brought up by the University Council. He was optimistic that
a compromise plan could be implemented.

Students, in reaction to elimination of the shuttle, passed a resolution through legislature supporting the University Council's
opposition to the decision.
After the Save the Shuttle
meeting, held November 20, FUSA
sponsored a petition and survey
measuring student reaction.
At a University Council meeting
on Dec. 7, Dean Schimpf and
University Council members
strongly disagreed on figures pertaining to money and overall use
of the beach shuttle. F.U.S.A had
recently conducted a survey regarding the beach shuttle. Approximately 475 completed the questionnaire with 87% of those
students saying they rely on the
beach shuttle as their primary
means of transportation.
The actual number of students
depending upon the shuttle and
housing usage on the beach will be
developed by both the University
and F.U.S.A. The earliest possible
resolution to the subsidization of
the beach shuttle could occur early
next semester.

Lottery Decides
Townhouse Residents
by Elizabeth A. Bartus
"Everything's going well,"
stated Mr. William Schimpf, Vice
President of Student Services,
when asked about the progress of
the town house construction.
The lottery for the fifty apartments, each designed for four
students, was held Friday,
December 4th. According to Mrs.
Phyllis Fitzpatrick, Director of Student Residences, 32 of the apartments will be occupied by
Seniors, and 18 by Juniors. Two
hundred and eighty students applied for a townhouse apartment.
Applications were not received for
the handicapped apartments.
Commenting on the $1,035.00
per semester rent rate for the
twelve hundred square foot apartments, Schimpf said, "The price is
as low as we can possibly make it
and still build quality housing." He
feels it is a competitive price.
Mr. Schimpf was originally
reluctant in supporting the
townhouse venture. He said that

he is "uncertain about what the
future will bring for Fairfield
University." However, due to the
fact that many owners are now
winterizing their homes for yearround use, more student housing
is needed. This year, there are 87
less upperclassmen living on the
beach than last year. Schimpf expects the number to drop
significantly in the future.
Alternatives to the building of
townhouses included either
gradually converting Fairfield into
a commuter school, or decreasing
the student enrollment to 1,700
(the maximum number of students
that can be housed on campus
presently). They also considered
building or buying a complex for
students to reside in a neighboring town.
The project, which was begun
on November 17, has a projected
completion date of August 15,
1982. This will allow two weeks for
the apartments to be furnished
and prepared for the residents.
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Sellers Receives Passing Grades
by Elizabeth Kline
In order to evaluate Sellers food
service, the Food Committee conducted a survey at dinner on
November 30. At their final
meeting of the semester, the Food
Committee met with Mr. Bill Byrne
and Mr. Ron Onderko of the food
service to discuss briefly the poll
and to evaluate Seilers overall performance during the fall semester.
The general consensus of the
committee was that Seilers, over
the course of the semester, has
generally improved. In spite of the
agreed upon improvement, the
committee offered specific complaints concerning the quality of
brunch, the salad bar, speed of
service, and food temperature.
The committee expressed the
most dissatisfaction with the
quality of the brunch that Seilers
prepares. Lack of vareity in
pastries, infrequency of donuts
and bacon were the center of the
discussion. Students also requested that Seilers provide tatertots or french fries rather than
homefries on the weekends.
Regarding bacon, Seilers will pro.vide this on either Saturday of
Sunday at brunch.
Next semester, Seilers plans to
change the salad bar. As Bill
Byrne, Director of Seilers Food
Service says, "The tofu, seeds and
nuts are not moving." For this
reason, these items will be
eliminated from the salad bar and
new additions will be made. Wilted
lettuce at weekend dinners was
the committee's major complaint.
Orange juice is served only at
breakfast because the "cost factor is extremely high," states Mr.
James Fitzpatrick, Director of the
Campus Center. Byrne explained
that there would be a $213 total increase in the food bill for the year
if orange juice were to be served at
all meals.
Evident in the poll results is the

Seilers Poll Results
SEILEBS SEMESTER GRADES

FALL

1961

AREA

DEAN'S LIST

Variety of Menu

5*
1

Food Quality
Quantity of Food Served
Availability of Seconds
Speed of Service
Food Temperature
Availability/Attitude of Managers
Holiday Specials
Corridor Special Dinners
Effectiveness of Food Comiilttee
Most Popular Entreesi

15
26
7
1
16
28
32
12

1

PASS

FAIL

7056

25*
31
24
6
47
66
20
16
10
41

68
61
68
46
33
6"t
56
58
47

Roast Beef, Chicken, London Broil

Most Unpopular Entreesi
Most Popular Vegetables:

Fish, Pork Chops, Liver
Com

Most Unpopular Vegetables! Peas
Most Popular Saladst Tuna, Potato
Most Unpopular Saladst Macaroni
Most Popular Desserts!
Most Unpopular Desserts i

Ice Cream Novelties
Stale Cake

These responses are based on the opinions of the 532 students who responded

fact that the speed of service is
poor. Next semester, two lines will
form leading to each of the four
stations in an effort to combat the
delay students encounter.
Breakfast reaches its peak at
8:20 and 9:20 each morning.
Crowds form during lunch at 11:35
and 12:35. Onderko considers one
of the main reasons why lines
form is because the food is not
always on the steam tables.
"We're trying to give you the best
possible product we can. We don't
like to prepre food ahead of time."
One Seilers employee adds, "You
even have to wait at McDonalds."
Another weakness evident in
the poll is the food temperature.
Byrne comments that, "We have
problems with equipment." In
order to remedy this problem, the
university is considering installing
heat lamps at the four stations.
Another consideration is the
fact that a certain amount of time
elapses between the moment a

student leaves the line and the
time he enters the dining room.
Onderko comments that, "By the
time you reach the destination of
the dining room, food has chilled

teaching at the University for the
past two years.
To practice law before the
Supreme Court, a lawyer must be
in practice for several years and
must submit two letters of recommendation from either Supreme
Court judges or from fellow
lawyers who have already been admitted to practice before the
Court. Upon review by the
Supreme Court judges and/or their
clerks, a lawyer is granted this
prestigious privilege.
Attorney Barton stated that he

Mr. John Barton, adjunct professor of Business Law at Fairfield, has
recently been chosen to practice law before the United States Supreme
Court.
[Photo by Jeanne Begley]

The Food Committee polled 667
students at dinner on November
30, but 135 responses were invalidated due to students omitting
their meal ticket numbers.
"The poll brought out areas we
hope to make improvements on
over the semester break," states

Fitzpatrick, referring to food
temperature and speed of service.
Fitzpatrick found the results concerning variety of menu and effectiveness of the food committee
"encouraging."
The poll is effective when it is
compared to last year's poll of
Macke's performance. With this
comparison n mind, Byrne comments, "We've improved over last
year. Students are enjoying the
service."
One recurring general comment
was that Seilers served hamburgers too often. Seilers served
hamburgers as an alternative to
the main entrees offered at each
dinner in response to a request.
"We've come a long way since
day one, but we have a long way to
go. We're 75% of the way there. If
we go along and make improvements you need, we'll be happy,"
Byrne stated in evaluating Sellers'
performance.
Fitzpatrick concludes, "By no
means do I consider this survey
better than the MIRROR survey,
but this gives me more information I can work with."

Financing An Education:

National Guard Offers Aid
by Elizabeth Kline
At a meeting held November 23,
two members of the Connecticut
National Guard met with Mr. Marchelli of the University's Financial
Aid Office to discuss a program to
benefit students.
Salvatore Rutigliano and Raymond Baker of the Connecticut
National Guard explained their
proposal for helping students with
mounting college costs. Their proposal urges students to enlist in
the National Guard, committing

Barton To Practice Law
Before Supreme Court
by Kathy O'Connor
Recently admitted to practice
law before the United States
Supreme Court, Fairfield University adjunct professor John H. Barton explains that "for an attorney
it's the Mount Everest of a professional possibility."
While maintaining his legal
career, Attorney Barton teaches
sections of Business Law to Fairfield students. Having received his
law degree from the University of
Arizona, Barton has practiced law
for fifteen years and has been

off considerably." The food
temperature at the steam tables
ranges from 145-160 degrees.
Managers and employees frequently check the food with thermometers in order to maintain the
preferred temperature.
For the remaining three weeks
of the semester, Seilers will rotate
tacos, hamburgers, and a deli line
on a weekly basis as an alternative
to the three main entrees. During
the week of finals, the Stag-her
will offer 99 cent breakfast
specials and coffee and tea at ten
cents per cup. Seilers, in cooperation with the Dorm Council, will
furnish coffee urns in each dorm.
In order to accommodate the
students, Seilers has agreed to
open the dining room at 4:15 for
dinner instead of at the usual hour
of 4:30.

recently made his decision to apply and he received his recommendations from two attorneys in New
Haven. His admittance was a "personal satisfaction" for Attorney
Barton.
When asked how this new privilege will change his life, Barton
explained that everything will
basically remain the same. Barton
feels he'll be "unlikely to present a
case" before the Supreme Court in
the near future, but he hopes he'll
someday get the chance. He
explained that it's all "relative to
opportunity" and it depends upon
which cases a lawyer handles.
Barton stated he is "looking for
a law suit on government sovereignty" to be brought before the
Supreme Court. As the law now
reads, the government is immuned
from law suits and Attorney Barton would like this situation to
change. Yet, as with all points of
law brought before the Court, an
actual case dealing with government sovereignty is needed before
the Court will handle the issue.
Even in the event such a case is
asked to be reviewed, the
Supreme Court may decide not to
hear it.
When asked about the recent
appointment of Supreme Court
Judge Sandra O'Connor, Barton
felt it was "about time a woman
was on the court." Barton is pleased more women are entering law
school because it's "been long
overdue."
Until Attorney John Barton gets
the opportunity to bring a case
before the Supreme Court, he'll
continue his dual career as lawyer
and professor and remain a part of
the University community.

themselves to six years total service consisting of one weekend
per month and two weeks per summer. In return, the National Guard
pays $1000 towards the students
education with the maximum
amount being $4000 over a four
year period.
In addition to the $1000, the person receives payment of $75 for
the one weekend out of each
month he serves and $551 for the
eight weeks of basic training.
"The National Guard is another
form of financial aid students
might not have given thought to,"
comments Marchelli.
For application, a Connecticut
student must prove he/she has
been a resident of the state for at
least six months. Out of state
students should contact their
home state National Guard
recruiting office for information. A
reciprocal agreement does exist
between states.
This program will be available
for all eligible males and females,
beginning the Fall Semester of
1982. National Guard requires
satisfactory completion of eight
weeks basic training during the
summer, police check, and mental
aptitude test, all of which determine eligibility for the program.
There is an understanding that
once the processing of tests and
records has been completed, the
student will attend basic training
the following summer.
As well as eight weeks basic
training, the student must par-

ticipate in eight weeks of advanced training in a particular skill that
the aptitude tests show qualification for and a twelve week condensed course, One Station Unit
Training. The basic and advanced
trainings can be divided over two
summers.
After the student has been accepted into the National Guard,
he/she is now qualified to receive
the $1000 applicable to tuition
payments reimbursed to the student at the end of each academic
year. Rutigliano states one
stipulation, "The student must be,
members in good standing of the
National Guard." The university requires that the student be making
satisfactory academic progress.
The university approved the National Guard's assistance plan in
the beginning of November. Marchelli states that "this is an initial
information activity in that we will
try to set up a seminar sometime
in the second semester." Representatives from the Connecticut
National Guard will give a presentation and lecture after spring
semester starts.
Rutigliano and Baker urge interested students to contact their
National Guard recruiter career information center at 800-842-2274
or the local Stratford office at
377-8781.
By enrolling in the National
Guard, Marchelli concludes, "It is
another form of financing an
education while maintaining a
part-time job."

Final Exam Schedule
CLASS HOURS
Reading Day
02202

DATE
TIME
Tuesday 12/15
Wednesday 12/16
10:00 a.m.
06606
Wednesday 12/16
2:30 p.m.
40404
Thursday 12/17
10:00 a.m.
10101
Thursday 12/17
2:30 p.m.
21010
Friday 12/18
10:00 a.m.
60550
Friday 12/18
2:30 p.m.
05065
Saturday 12/19
10:00 a.m.
70700
Saturday 12/19
2:30 p.m.
54040
Monday 12/21
10:00 a.m.
07070
Monday 12/21
2:30 p.m.
Tuesday 12/22
30320
10:00 a.m.
Tuesday 12/22
03033
2:30 p.m.
Extended library hours during Final Exams: Saturday, December 12,
9:00 a.m. - Midnight; Sunday, December 13, Noon - Midnight; Monday,
December 14, 8:30 a.m. - Midnight; Tuesday, December 15 through Friday, December 18,8:30 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.; Saturday, December 19,9:00 a.m.
- Midnight; Sunday, December 20, 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.; Monday,
December 21,8:30 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.; Tuesday, December 22,8:30 a.m. - 6:00
p.m. NOTE: If snow emergency causes postponement of classes during
final exam period, this schedule will be revised.
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Downey Unveils 'New Vision'
by Tony Ghecas
John Downey, a Democratic
candidate for Lowell Weicker's
seat in the U.S. Senate, spoke to a
receptive group of Fairfield
students and their guests in the
Nursing Auditorium on November
18, 1981. Downey, a man who
spent 20 years as a Chinese
prisoner of war, feels that his
"new vision" is what the
Democratic party needs at the present time.

During his talk, the Senate candidate argued that the "Democrats have failed to come to terms
with the economy, inflation, and
government bureaucracy". With a
plea that the "Party must be relevant to the "80's and 90's,"
Downey dismissed Republican
criticisms that the Democrats
have led America down the road to
disaster as "so much malarcky."
The former POW sees Reagan's
plan of cutting taxes and increas-

Boos

Cheers

Boos to the fan or fans who perCheer of the week goes to
sisted in throwing toilet paper on
Stagmania for the intensity they
the court during last Saturday's
bring to home games...Welcome
basketball game against Universi- BackL.Thanks to Beth Kramer
ty of Maine...technical fouls are and Luke Stanton for their work
not the ways to help!...let's keep a promoting Stagmania on campus,
great thing great!...To Fr. Kelley including "Meet the Coaches
for congratulating only the losers Night" in the Stag-Her and the
of the College Bowl finals...is this sign competition between
the new method of handing out dorms...Bring
on
Boston
honors?!...you sure hurt the feel- College!...To the Girls Intramural
ings of some of the brightest guys Football Team Champions "Mixed
on campus...To the discontinua- Nuts."...two years in a row with
tion of the shuttle next year- that strong Champion bond...To
where do you expect to put the Terry O'Connor for taking the
overflow of students, Bellarmine? microphone into his own hands
...To the smell near the library!... and avoiding a possible technical
let's try to keep the mulch piles against U.B....Keep up the hot
out of our utopiai...To those who streak!...To the Cardinal Key
misunderstood public relations in society for giving us the student
the Nov. 19th Mirror to mean directory...! thought that's where I
Murray Farber's Public Relations lived!...To the winning College
office...capital letters remain a Bowl Team...it shows that some
minds are really 'Up and Coming.'
mark of his distinction.

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Why not take the opportunity to study in London?
A wide range of subjects and courses is available in Central London for
students of the social sciences.
Junior year
Postgraduate Diplomas
One-year Master's degrees
Research
Subjects include Accounting and Financ;, Actuarial Science, Anthropology, Business Studies, Econometrics, Egnomics. Economic History,
Geography, Government, Industrial Relavons, International History,
International Relations, Law, Management Science, Operational Research, Philosophy, Politics, Population Studies, Social Administration,
Social Work, Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathematical Sciences.
Application blanks from:
Admissions Directorate, L.S.E., Houghton Street
London WC2A 2AE, England
Please state whether junior year or postgraduate.

^*****************^

Upcoming Events

ing defense spending as impossible. But he added that the Democrats must come up with a
positive program for the 80's.
Downey also emphasized his desire for the U.S. to escape OPEC
blackmail, but he fears that such
solutions as coal conversion will
be environmentally costly.
Pleading for a type of "frugality
with a human face," the Senate
candidate perceives Reagan's
"New Federalism" as socially unjust for it will be detrimental to
millions of senior citizens and
minorities. However, Downey believes strongly in the free enterprise system. His 20 years as a
prisoner in Red China (following
his capture during the Korean
War) taught him that a "stateowned system" degenerates into
totalitarianism. As Downey said,
there are few places in Red China
where the right to dissent is in existence.
The evening was sponsored by
the Fairfield University Young
Democratic Club.

THURSDAY, December 10, 1981:
"Blazing Saddles" will be shown in Gonzaga Auditorium. $1.00
at 7:30 p.m.
"The Apple Tree," a two act musical comedy produced by the
Fairfield University Playhouse, will be performed tonight
through Saturday, December 12th at 8 p.m. $4 General Admission and $2 for students and Senior Citizens.
FRIDAY, December 11, 1981:
In case you missed it "Blazing Saddles" will be shown again
in Gonzaga Auditorium.
SUNDAY, December 13, 1981:
The traditional Glee Club Christmas Concert will be performed at 4 p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium.
The annual campus Christmas Mass and Tree Lighting at 7:30
p.m. Refreshments in Campus Center Lobby.
MONDAY, December 14, 1981:
The Fairfield University Chamber Orchestra and University
Mixed Chorus will present a joint concert at 8 p.m. in Oak Room^
There will be no Mirror meeting, due to exams.
TUESDAY, December 15, 1981:
Reading Day.
WEDNESDAY, December 16, 1981:
Finals begin - check schedule.
SATURDAY, December 12, 1981:
The movie "The Resurrection" sponsored by the American
Studies Forum at 2:00...Free Admission.
DinnppiaainanainnipgnaaBPniBaiannaiBaiBainanr^aDOTnCTD-d

Campus Notes
CATION - Any full time
undergraduate day students who
wish to take a course in the evening during second semester
through the School of Continuing
Education should see the Dean of
their school upon their return and
take it to Bannow 122 to register.
ABROAD OR WASHINGTON, D.C.
- Students who will be abroad or in
Washington, D.C. for the Spring,
1982 semester are urged to come
to the University Registrar's Office
and leave their mailing addresses
so that registration materials for
the 1982-83 academic year can be
sent to you.
JANUARY GRADUATES - Any students who expects to finish requirements for a Bachelor's
Degree at the end of this semester
should come to the University
Registrar's Office to fill out an
"Application for Degree Card" as
soon as possible.
Senior Week traditionally has
been organized by the Junior'

SECOND SEMESTER COURSES
-Students are urged to come to the
University Registrar's Office
before the Christmas break to take
care of any course changes or additions for second semester. An
updated listing of courses, with
several new offerings, is available
for your review. Come in now and
avoid lines in January. The office
will be open weekdays from 8:30
a.m. - 4:30 p.m. during the entire
month of January.
GRADE REPORTS - Grades for
first semester will be processed
on January 5, 1982 and mailed
home shortly thereafter. This is
due to the late ending date of final
exams. Grades cannot be given
out over the telephone.
BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
-Any students with an address
change, status change, name
change, etc. should come into the
University Registrar's Office and
fill out the appropriate form.
SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDU-

BUD'S »*»

Class, and Student Services are
hoping to find as many energetic
and enthusiastic Juniors as they
did last year. Any member of the
Junior Class who is interested in
serving as Chairperson for the
Senior Week Committee should
submit a letter of intent by
Dec 18, at the QC office Box U.
Financial Aid Applications for
the 1982-83 academic year are
available in the Financial Aid Office, Loyola Hall, Room 1E.
Learn How. to relax and deal
with stress through Relaxation exercises on Sunday, December 13,
1981 at 7:30 in the Rec center
multi-purpose room, bring I.D.s..
To all accounting majors there
will be an open House of the New
Jersey Society of Certified Public
Accountants on Tuesday,
December 29, 1981 from 9:30 a.m.
-12:00 p.m. at 65 Livingston
Avenue, Roseland, New Jersey
(Exit 5B, Route 280 West). Any
questions call (201) 540-0940.

714 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD, CT
• (203) 254-0748

COLD BEER & ICE

COLD CUTS • PARTY PLATTERS • HOT & COLD SANDWICHES • SODA • COFFEE • ITALIAN SPECIALS!

*10% OFF ALL HOT & COLD
SANDWICHES with F.U.I.D.

♦OFFER ALSO GOOD FOR 6 FT. PARTY HEROSM
Call In Orders Welcomed
HOURS: 6:30-8 M-F • 7:30-8 Sat. • 8-4 Sun.

*

*

H

M

^^
cafe'
SPECIALS

1599 Post Road, Fairfield
(203)254-0188

p Thurs.Dec.10
Fri.Dec.11
Sat. Dec. 12
Sun. Dec. 13
Mon. Dec. 14
Tues. Dec. 15

wed. Dec. 16

Quench Your Thurs(t)day! Buck a
Bottle of Bud all night. Return of
our Halloween Party entertainer—
Jayne Olderman, 8:30-12:30
Lets Get Fried-day!! Happy Hour 3 to
8 pm, FREE horsdoeuvres.ECLECTIC *
MADLEY—"Music, Magic, Comedy
and LUSt'9:30-1:30
Happy Hour All Day unitl 8 pm.
ECLECTIC MADLEY—"Musical Medleys.
Adult Humor and Illusion" 9:30-1:30
Mol-Sun-day! Open 6 pm. Molson's
Golden Ale $1 a bottle all night.
Monday Night Football Special. FREE
PIZZA at HALFTIME!
Tuborg Twos-day. Tuborg Drafts
2/S1. Miller Drafts 2/S1.25. Michelob
Drafts 2/S1.75. Bud Bottles 2/$2.25.
Heineken, Molson, Harp, Guinness
Bottles 2 / $2.75. Well Drinks 2 / $2.
Name Drinks 2 / $2.50. Shelf Drinks
2/$3andup.
Remember When(s)-day! Remember
Heineken cost $1 a bottle and
draughts were only 50c? Return
with us tonight to those golden
days of yesteryear as TIM "The Lane
RElSer rides again—8:30-12:30

*******************
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f^Th**?* TKM, Shop
IN TIME FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
Henry's Men's Shop of Fairfield
Announces
A Holiday Special For The
Entire Family... Now thru Dec. 31st

•

"I £\C7 Discount on Our Already Low prices
IV /C
On Any Item in the Store
Levi - Lee - Wrangler - Jeans & Corduroys
»

I
I
I

Designer Jeans • Sweaters • Shirts •
Underwear • Socks • Slacks • Pajamas • Robes..
and Any Other Item Except Suits, Sportsjackets, Raincoats
At Henry's you don't need special identification cards to receive this special
discount. We wll add up anything purchased and take 10% off the total.

Layaways Accepted

Hours: 9-5:30 Friday till 8 P.M.

I

Make Henry's Your One Stop Clothing Store

1539 Post Road
Phone 259-5841
VISA

Fairfield, Connecticut 06430 »
nter A
Fairfield Center

MCJ
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Features
The Foil, The Epee, The Sabre

Th@ PGTfGCt Gift

by Mark O'Connor
by Philip McGinty
Medieval chilvary is not dead.
It still exists right here in Fairfield in the form of the Fairfield
University Fencing Club.
The fencing club is comprised
of approximately 25 full-time
members including 6 women.
Until 4 years ago the fencing
club was not well known until a
past club president reinvigorated it and was allocated funds by
the school to bring it to its present position. Current president
Leo Gardner characterizes fencing as, "a very frustrating and
psychological sport due to its
very small margin for error when
one competes in a tournament."
In a fencing tournament,
which are held on weekends, the
team competes using the three Two foil fencers duel during a recent match of the Fairfield Fencing
weapons of fencing. These are Club.
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]
the foil, the eppe, and the sabre,
they
compete
against
all
have
a
from
the
funds allocated for the
each of which differ in size and
team status. Gardner cites this
club.
shape. Each member of the team
The club this year is comas "a disadvantage because obis a specialist in one of the three
viously they have more time and
prised entirely of members who
weapons and during meets, a
money to put into the sport."
have never fenced before comfencing "squad" comprised of
However, he did mention that the
ing to college and this is due to
three people for each weapon
athletic department has been
the fact that fencing is not very
compete. The women only fence
very good in terms of financial
well-known as a sport in the
foil due to a historical prejudice
support, but it is mainly the job
United States and very few high
which thought that the epee and
of the president to run the club
schools have fencing teams. The
the sabre were too dangerous for
since he arranges the meets,
president added that "no
women to use.
previous experience is needed
purchases the equipment, and
While the fencing team is a
hires the coach for each year
for people to come out, and that
"club" at Fairfield, the schools
all newcomers are welcome to
join."

i

4fj

RESCUE RECIPE
Preppy Marinade
From D.J. Arneson's The Original Preppy Cookbook, here's a
tasty marinade for most any meat, but most suitable for poultry
and stew meat. Not just for the indoor cook, this special sauce is
even better on an outdoor grill curing barbecue season.
1 cup olive oil
V* cup wine vinegar
V4 cup lemon juice
VA cup sauterne
1 tsp. salt
2 tsp. paprika

1
A tsp. dry mustard
1 tsp. Worcestershire sauce
1 whole garlic clove
3 lbs. fresh green beans, tips
removed and cut into 2V2" lengths

Place olive oil, wine vinegar, lemon juice, wine, salt, paprika, dry
mustard, Worcestershire sauce and whole garlic clove in a glass
or crock container which can be covered tightly.
Cover and let stand.
Cook the green beans until just snapping crisp. Do not cook to
mush. Chill them well.
Place the crock in fridge and let stand overnight.
Tumble the mixture whenever you think of it. Before serving,
drain off the excess marinade.

1426 POST ROAD

259-3893

Dry Cleaners
Drapery Specialists
4198 Main Street*Bridgeport, CT

MIRO FARMS

Same Day Service
10% OFF

Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider

^
No Appointment Necessary

Wash, Cut «L_ ■Blow Dry ..'12.00
$

372-8903

873 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD

I
I
I
I
I
I

PATERSON'S
BUSINESS MACHINES
1974 Post Rd. □ Fairfield, Conn.

Introducing another dimension in typing ease and efficiency
Phrase Storage

Electronic Column Layout

The model 60 has a 736-character
memory which allows a secretary to
store frequently used words, phrases,
sentences and paragraphs and play them
back—automatically.

Tabs can be automatically set and columns perfectly spaced without any
"figuring" by the typist.
.

Automatic Carrier Return

FIGHT INFLATION AT
FAIRFIELD TRADING POST

•SOLID COLORS

14.99
SEE OUR.FULL LINE
OF KNAPSACKS
AND BOOK BAGS!!

Now typists can maintain a steady typing
rhythm, because the typewriter "senses
the end of a line and returns the
carrier—automatically.

Format Storage
Margins and tabs for four frequently us
ed formats, such as forms, letters and
memos can be set up once and stored
in the typewriter for future use.

Electronic Error Correction
When an error is made, the typewriter
can be instructed to back up and remove
all the characters to the point of the error
—automatically.

Electronic Indents
Indent levels are stored in the typewriter
after tabbing one time. Then the carrier
automatically positions itself at the proper indent level for each line.

Electronic Centering and
Underscoring
Coded instructions center a line automatically. A word, series of words or an entire line can be underscored automatically.

Factory
Reconditioned

The IBM Model 60 ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

1580 POST RD. FAIRFIELD, CT

259-3498
Ex. 21TPKE-FRI. NIGHT'TIL 9

-—»Hws coupon fNTiTlu you n>«-

T°0FF'S'
on your favorite Foot Long

Spout S6*£
KEG BEER AT SALE PRICE
Discounts on all wines & liquor

.SUB

FREE DELIVERY

I
I

2.00 OFF with F.U. I.D.

Expires December 22,1981

KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HWY-FAIRFIELD

333-7541

OPEN: TUESFR110-8, SAT 9-5
Across from Traynor Volkswagen

THE
DELICATESSEN
PEOPLE

with Fairfield U. I.D.

1900 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield

Precision Hair Cutters

Gold's

COLONIAL
CLEANERS

BARBER SERVILLE

AHEAD

*o* GOOD
SANDWICHES

DOUBLE-FACED
I SUEDE SHIRTS
•LONG TAILS

Look Good For Santa!

A CUT

IT'S DOWN THE HILL

The yuletide quest has begun.
As the relentless deluge of term
papers, tests, and final exams
burdens the conscious mind, the
subconscious strata is in constant
flux as it searches for a token of
love to fit the Christmas season.
The search of which I speak is
not merely for a gift, or even the
gift. The quest, of profoundly
greater significance, is for the
ultimate gift...the one to top all
others...the one of which yuletide
fantasies are made.
Doubtless the gold, frankincense and myrrh of the Magi of
nearly two thousand years ago will
not fulfill modern expectations of
the ultimate offering.
But perhaps a nose job will.
What better way to repair an imbalanced facial appearance of a
loved one than with nasal surgery?
And once a nose is made
beautiful, no matter how bent,
broken, upturned or pushed-in it
once was, the gift of a new nose is
a gift for life. Whether for a wife, a
son, or Aunt Mary in Cleveland, a
nose job is one ultimate present
that is sure to please.
If cosmetic surgery is outside
your financial means, you might
try a 50c sure-win Connecticut
state lottery ticket for $1 million.
With a ticket-holder who wins by
luck or by a rigged lottery, you
can't lose. The nouveau riche will
be eternally grateful, you'll have a
lifetime friend, and you'll both be

living in cushy comfort for years to
come.
Students in the academic environment have different needs
and, therefore, deserve one of a
more specific line of gifts.
Heading the list of most testtakers is a gift certificate for an A
in the course of his choice. But
the decision of what course could
be tough. It could be biology in
which he can't break a 50 average
or Shakespeare in which the
number of absences outweighs
his attendance rate. In any case,
the gift certificate is the ultimate
key to academic success.
Since some students grow profoundly depressed in the
December doldrums, the gift of antidepressant drugs hit the spot.
Once the biochemical imbalance
of the body is altered for the good,
a student who would otherwise be
in distress may well be euphoric.
And isn't one intention of a
Christmas gift to make someone
happy?
We all want to give of ourselves,
in the soul and spirit of Christmas.
So we gather our talents and
energies to create hand-made
cards, crafts, decorations and
holiday food.
But we all also offer our love in
clear articulations and in token
symbols. Such is the diamond
engagement ring, a token of the
deepest affection and commitment for a lover that we give at
Christmas. Could this be the symbol of the ultimate gift?

.SUB
I
L.

2835
Fairfield Ave.,
Bpt.

1872 Post Road East,
Westport, Conn.
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Get It Right
It strikes without warning. It
plagues multitudes, indiscriminate of race, age or class. Even the
campus is infected...it is awful
spelling.
For all those crippled with this
disability, and have resigned to
the thought that they will be parading as illiterate clods for a
lifetime, a cure is in sight. In ten
minutes you will no longer be victimized by the intricacies of double consonants, or double vowels,
or a combination of both.
Better Spelling is a ten minute
program which promises to improve the neglected spelling
habits incurred long ago. As Mrs.
Rose Marie Barone, architect of
the Better Spelling program puts
it, "The Universities faulted the
high schools for the lack of skills;
the high schools blamed the grade
schools for the lacks. Because the

The
w

teachers themselves came from
an era of sight reading, they did
know the "whys' to offer a remedy
and even did not know when they
misspelled a word."
Concerned that the very top
students in some instances were
unable to be accepted in graduate
schools because of the lack of
some basic skills Mrs. Barone has
developed special tapes and study
sheets which comprise the Better
Spelling package.
Orders for the tapes, which sell
for $5 plus $1 postage, and the materials, $1 and a self-addressed envelope with two stamps, are available from her directly, 1283 Round
Hill Road, Fairfield, CT. All proceeds go to Mrs. Barone's favorite
charity, the Media Center. Single
copies are available from the Fairfield University Bookstore and the
Open Book Shop in Fairfield.

What is Christmas Spirit? Any
clever reader, who is fond of puns,
might automatically mumble
something about liquor stores and
spiked eggnogs. The traditional
sense of "Christmas spirit" is difficult to find amid the books,
papers and anxieties of oncoming
exams.
Fairfield life need not be all
studies and Grinchdom. This will
be especially true as Peace on
Earth and Good Will towards men
becomes evident on Sunday,
December 13 at 7:00 in the Campus Center. On that night,
students and members of the
community will gather to celebrate the Christmas season. The
celebration will begin with a mass

in the Oak Room, which will
precede the lighting of the tree,
and end with a reception in the
Campus Center.
Three years ago the first
Christmas celebration was held in
the Campus Center as a result of
the organization and planning
energies of Jay Ricci and Campus
Ministry. That year, the tree was a
cut one, and although it was a
beautiful site during the Christmas season, it did not last through
the year. The following year, a live
tree was planted in the memory of
Fr. Mahan. As Jay pointed out,
"this tree will grow and continue
to be part of the University
through the year and for years to
come."
The tree is one true symbol of
the Christmas spirit; however,
what is the spirit of Christmas

Real" World

by Linda King
"Fairfield U. is not the real
world." How many times have you
heard that said or seen it as graffiti? Probably many times. But did
you ever stop to question the truth
of that statement which gets easily generalized to include college
as a whole? Maybe not.

The Spirit of Living
by Jennifer Gorham

Page 5

without giving? The toy drive is a
major part of the Christmas
celebration. New or used toys will
be given during the offeratory or
any time before or after the mass.
These toys will be given to the
children of prisoners in the
Bridgeport jail. Jay "strongly
urges students not to forget
toys—even old Frisbees or tennis
balls" pointing out that "no toy is
too small or used for a child."
Christmas spirit may not seem
to be present at the time of finals,
save for a few Kris Kringles or an
occasional study break to watch a
television Christmas special. The
spirit of living and the spirit of giving, which should be always present even with end of semester exams, will be especially alive on
Sunday, as the Campus Center
glows with the Christmas spirit.

Real Gold
is a timeless
tradition

Most of the arguments for college being nothing like the real
world go something like this: College is a sheltered existence, a
second childhood; after all, most
students are still dependent on
their parents for financial support.
While these are all true to different
extents for each of us, the years of
college cannot be placed in a fantasyland. In some ways these
years are more real than the socalled real world.
What is meant when someone
talks about the real world? Presumably it means the jungle that
is 'out there'—the pressures, the
tensions, all waiting to snatch you
up and give you ulcers and high
blood pressure before you reach
age 35.
I would say, however, that much
of this real world finds its way inside the walls of a university. Pressure and tension are very much a
part of college academics. Just
take a look in the library during exam time. Some might argue that
this piece of the real world is more
subtle, the difference being that
you are not paid for your performance, as you are in the real world.
But who's to say that payment
always means money. At times
you may want that 'A' or 'B' more
than if someone offered you ten
dollars, an unlikely event to say
the least. Of course, this is not to

deny the need for money or economic support, but to suggest
that maybe the accomplishment
one feels while being paid for a job
or receiving a grade is the same
for both.
In the real world a sense of accomplishment comes from setting
objectives or goals and then attaining these. College students
are forced to do the same. In most
classes a syllabus is handed out.
The student must figure out how
to budget his or her time in order
to pass the exam on the 7th and
write the ten page paper for the
11th. This often requires a good
deal of perseverence, otherwise
known as stick-to-itness, especially when you've figured out that it's
mathematically impossible to get
it all done on time. Sacrifices and
decisions have to be made: You
can only go out one night this
weekend. That paper's due Monday.
Sound 'real worldish' enough
now? Goals, pressure and priorities are part of the real and college
world. These two worlds also meet
on common ground with one
word—challenge. Qualitatively
speaking, it's just as much a
challenge to turn out a well written
ten page paper, as it is to make a
profitable I sale in the business
world.
It seems to me that the value of
a college education is not only the
content of the education but the
process whereby one is educated.
This process not only gets you
ready for the world out there, but
actually engages you with many
aspects of that world.
Fairfield U., or college in general, may not, in some ways be the
real world, but in many ways it's
about as real as the world can get.

DATE: Thursday,
December 10
Friday,
December 11.
PLACE: Outside
Bookstore
$

20.00 Deposit

Discover the Real Value!#s&

l§l«i^

TIME:
<r** <^*S

IHfips
■:1HN

1111111

^111111

Buy Now When Gold Is Low!!!

Thursday
10-4,5-6:30
Friday 10-4

Ask about Jostens
Trade-in from your
Jostens College Ring
Specialist

December 10
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Editorials
STAGMANIA!
Stagmania's back and Fairfield's
got it! 2,950 stagmaniacs jammed into the Fairfield University gym to see
Terry O'Connor's Stags destroy
Maine 90-60.
The fans have overcome winter
stagnation to become the most fervent stagmaniacs in four years. Swarming the gymnasium they have
brought encouragement to a team
which thrives on the energetic
dynamite of the 'fast break.'
Stagmaniacs have a loaded arsenal
in Head Coach Terry O'Connor's
Stags. The Stags boast two lightning
fast guards: Bobby Hurt and Kenny
Daniels who have responded to
Stagmania with high-paced passing
and crowd stimulating slam dunks;
two brilliant forwards: Rich Wejnert
working outside and Hank "the hammer" Foster getting aggressive under
the boards inside; and a team center,
Pete DeBishop, who continues to improve as a team player and an offensive weapon.
Does Stagmania affect the players?
Head Coach Terry O'Connor feels that
Stagmania "creates a tremendous
amount of enthusiasm for our boys. I
think the spirit of the fans gets them
(the players) up, gets them excited. It
helps the atmosphere of the game.
The Fairfield University student
body has been accused of being
apathetic. Watching 2,000 screaming
fans supporting the 'home team'

seems to destroy that accusation. It
is a beneficial psychological atmosphere; one which is good for the
players and for the fans themselves.
You can get caught up in something
which is entirely positive —a spirit
which accomplishes something.
"I guarantee that some of the free
throws that Maine missed (8-13 for
only 62%) was due to the fans." The
fans come into the game
plan —throwing out streamers and
toilet paper after the first point gives
the team a psychological edge
an
edge that O'Connor seems to be
sharpening. He has begun an internal
psych for his team with practice
jersey's saying "You gotta believe."
He has called for the fans to attend
the Dec. 19th Boston College game,
at 6:30 to give a just-arriving B.C. team
"something to think about for an hour
before the ball game."
The fans are becoming a part of the
new O'Connor regime. We, as
stagmaniacs, are being sharpened as
a part of the winning tactics of this
new regime. The mass, which can be
powerful in its emotional basis, is a
tie which is bringing a majority of the
student body together. You can
become a part of a positive mass excitement, understanding what it is to
leave academics behind and still work
positively in the community— or you
can remain outside a movement
which is sweeping the campus.

"SAVE THE SHUTTLE"
"The only decision that's been
made is that the university can't accept the status quo."
That statement by Vice-President
of Student Services William Schimpf
expresses administration concern
about the future financing of the campus shuttle, which faces possible
elimination next year.
Dean Schimpf reasons that the
beach shuttle has always been a hidden subsidy, since those using the
service, mainly beach residents, do
not directly pay for it. Further, with
the construction of the townhouses
easing the housing load by 200, Mr.
Schimpf projects that the number of
beach residents will decrease by an
identical 200. If these numbers hold
true, Mr. Schimpf believes that there
won't be enough students to warrant
continued subsidization of the shuttle. Either the shuttle will be
eliminated, or students will pay a fee
at the beginning of a semester which
will completely finance the shuttle
service.
However, it is the fact that such an
important decision is being made on
projections that worries F.U.S.A.
President Mike Bentivegna.
"They're going from a total subsidy
to a zero subsidy based on projections... it's like a sales forecast,"
said Bentivegna, explaining that such
a decision could only be made after
the administration's projections panned out.
Mr. Schimpf insists that no final
decision has been made in this area,

although time is getting late. We
believe that Mr. Schimpf will be open
to a reasonable solution to the shuttle
problem, which would cut down on
cost to the university, not eliminate
the shuttle, and not call for complete
financing by beach residents.
We believe that the shuttle service
can be curtailed somewhat,
specifically mid-morning and midafternoon weekday runs, and some
weekend runs. Such a curtailment
would cut the overall cost of the shuttle service.
However, a university policy of going from a $60,000 subsidy of this
valuable service to zero is a bad example of going from one extreme to
another, especially when no effort
was made to inform students about
this drastic policy switch.
There is no reason why the university can't fund 75% of the curtailed
shuttle service, with beach residents
picking up the rest of the tab for the
'82-'83 year. Then, Mr. Schimpf and
Student Services can re-assess their
decision, seeing in fact if the number
of beach residents does drop.
As Mr. Schimpf said when asked
about the possibility of beach
residents remaining constant, "If
that's the case, we'll have to look at it
more carefully."
If this plan of joint subsidization of
the shuttle during this limbo period is
adopted, no one will be left without
transportation. Otherwise, a drastic
and unfair policy switch will become
law.

Letter Policy
The "Letters to the Editor" policy has been developed by the executive board of THE
MIRROR, which is comprised of Carl S. Gustafson, Editor-in-Chief; Tom Callahan, Senior
Readers Forum Editor and Executive Editor; and Pat Reap, Senior Sports Editor and Ex
ecutive Editor.
Upon submission, letters become
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
Mirror property.
2. Letters must be less than 500 words
The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
and typewritten.
letters. Letters must be free of personal
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
attacks, inaccurate factual material,
Friday evening for publication the
and all libel.
following Thursday.
4. Every letter, in order to insure publica- 7. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall
tion must be signed. With Mirror perappear. The Board's decision is final.
mission, author's name may be
withheld.

LETTERS
STAG-HER INN DEFENDED
CUSTOMERS AND EMPLOYEE REACT
To the Editor:
We would like to respond to Richard J.
Novak's letter to the editor concerning the
Stag-Her Inn. We would appreciate an opportunity for rebuttal.
In our four years of eating in the Stag-Her
we have developed a certain rapport with
the employees and have never found the
employees to be "offensive" to us.
However, we have often seen patrons who
have acted discourteously and rather short
tempered with employees.
One must try to understand how hard it is
to serve the numbers that pass through the
Inn daily. We suggest a better attitude
toward the employees and fellow students.
Any criticism having to do with the Stag-Her
Inn could be tempered by your trying to go
the extra yard for your fellow man by putting
yourself in their shoes realizing they are doing the best they can.

To the Editor,
This letter is in response to the letter
which appeared in the Mirror's November 19
issue, by Richard J. Novak. I'm a worker at
the Stag-Her Inn Snack Bar and was incensed to read this letter of half truths.
First off, there are never more than three
workers on duty at the snack bar at once.
Secondly there is only a wait for such things
as coffee when there is a rush, which usually occurs from 5 to 7 p.m. due to the Graduate students. To infer that the employees
aren't working simply isn't true. Mr. Novak
should do the work we do and he would see
that working in the snack bar is no bed of
roses.
I'm writing this letter to set the record
straight and clarify these misconceptions
which may have been brought about by Mr.
Novak's attack on the Stag-Her Inn Snack
Bar.
Christopher J. Eaton '84
Stag-Her Inn employee

Augie Sodora '82 & Tim Bolton '82
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A Letter Not To The Editor:

Dear Mom And Dad
Dear Mom and Dad:
Something new and exciting is happening here at Fairfield, I can't wait to tell you
about it. As you'll see, Fairfield is doing
things like you can't imagine.
Last year, there was a rumor that the
University would be building Townhouses
on campus because of the over-crowded
conditions at the beach. No one believed it,
"Townhouses?" we thought, "never at Fairfield." Well, recently we found out that they
are going to build Townhouses here and, as
a matter of fact, they've already started. We
received all the information about them and
still no one can believe it. As it stands, next
September 200 Juniors and Seniors will live
on campus without living in the dorms.
There's something the Townhouses offer
which the beach doesn't: The watchful hand
of Student Services (commonly referred to
as the SS). The Seniors and Juniors living in
the new complex will be subject to the
jurisdiction of the SS as much as the
Freshman and Sophomores in the dorms
are. I've heard people say, who needs the
restrictions of the SS when you could live
on your own down the beach without them?
Well, personally I don't think the SS
restricts us at all. It's good to know that
there is someone watching over you making
sure others don't get out of hand or infringe
upon your rights. I don't know how other
students feel, but I'd rather put the responsibility of protecting my own rights in the
hands of Student Services than in my own.
What I want to talk to you about next is
the price. Can you believe the University is
asking a mere $8280.00 per unit from
September until May? This turns out to be
just $230.00 per student per month. I think
this is a STEAL! Understandably, that rate
could not possibly include utilities or board
(which is not available). Now, knowing some
people's attitudes, it will no doubt be said
that people living at the beach pay $230.00 a
month and that includes rent, utilities and
food. Well, that might be true but all I have

to say about that is those kids just aren't living in the brand new Townhouses on campus. Anyway, the SS just abolished the
beach shuttle because of budgetary
reasons so, luckily for the Department of
Housing, living at the Townhouses as opposed to the beach, is more and more
becoming a better idea. A fraction of the
student body no doubt contend that the SS

abolished the beach shuttle to force
students to stay on campus in an attempt to
phase out the beach. Hogwash, I say,
they're just bitter that living at the beach is
not that good an idea anymore and that living on campus is becoming the "in-thing".
The reality is, as a result of this unforeseen
twist of fate (the University's decision to
tighten its belt at this particular point in
time), many down the beach who used to depend on the shuttle will all have to buy cars
or thumb to classes. But, that is their problem and not the University's.
Well, that's the scoop. I can't wait until
the Townhouses are finished and we move

in. They'll be ready in September. I'm sure,
after everything I've written you, that you'll
be happy to fork up the extra money it will
cost for me to live there.
I hope all is going well with your
business, dad. The car you gave me for my
birthday is running super. I'm thinking of
asking Santa for an eight track stereo for
Christmas, what do you think he'll say? Oh,

by the way, I finally met John's father, Dr.
Dinero and he said hello. John and I plan to
live in the Townhouses with Clayton Jones
and Adam Rich. They both happen to be
lawyer's sons and are really nice guys.

Fairfield Prep

Serving 'Faith And Justice'
To the Editor:
It has been with great interest that I have
followed the series you have printed on the
issue of Social Justice.
It is rare that the interest of the University
and Prep School are seen as in any way
similar. The Prep School is often looked on
as an unwanted appendage. But is there
something happening over there in its commitment to 'faith and justice' that might
stand as a model for the university?
Like all Jesuit institutions the rationale
for the existence of the Prep School was
challenged by the 32nd congregation. How
would the school respond to.this radical
reinterpretation of the Jesuit's mission?
What was appropriate for a school whose
primary function was to get young men into
good colleges?
In 1978 the Faculty agreed that the commitment to 'faith and justice' was focused
in the Father General's, Men for Others.
This document calls for an educational process which is directed for the good of
others, not grounded in self-interest.
The Faculty agreed that the first step
would be in the area of service to others. In
1979 all seniors were required to give 40
hours of service to the community. The
guide lines were to be general: service was
to be with people in need (face to face);
need was defined as spiritual, physical,
emotional, economic. Today students work
in a variety of areas; from handicapped
children to the elderly, and from the
desperately poor in soup kitchens to the
emotionally disturbed at the state hospital.
Faculty give up free time to work as advisors - the commitment was going beyond
lip service.
By 1980 all four academic years were involved in service of one kind or another.
Freshmen host a field day for 200 disadvantaged city children.
Sophomores host the Local Special
Olympics for 150 retarded children from the
area.
Juniors give 15 hours to the school community; from tutoring to painting
classrooms.
Seniors continue to give 40 hours to the
outside community.
After all the Prep School like the Universi-

ty is primarily an academic institution. Isn't
there a responsibility to address the intellectual?
In 1980 the Senior Seminar was integrated into the senior curriculum, as a requirement, to address just this issue.
The Senior Seminar is an interdisciplinary
approach to the problems facing contemporary society and their systemic roots. The
Seminar draws from the disciplines of;
Ethics, Social Studies, and Economics.
Part I, Ethics and Contemporary Problems, in this segment of the course
students apply ethical analysis (deontological and teleological) to the problems
of war and the use of coercive force, human
rights violations, world hunger and the
equitable distribution of the worlds
resources. Students study the proposed
solutions as well as the causes.
Part II, Global Cultures, in this segment a
thematic approach is taken to the evolution
of culture. Particular attention is given to
the role imperialism plays in changing traditional cultures and how they respond.
Part III, Geo-Political Systems, the
students are introduced to Communism and
Socialism the focus is on the impact
developed economies have on developing
economics. This two phased approach of
service and study seems particularly appropriate for the academic setting. It is not
enough to read about suffering and injustice, unlike career oriented courses
which will be tested by their very nature,
some concrete experience is essential.
The argument will be raised that there is
insufficient time in the university and prep
school curriculums for the study of
superfluous issues like world hunger. But if
the educational process is to be more than
retoric; time and energy must be devoted to
the causes and solutions of these problems. It is not enough to say that the
education provides the tools to do this; the
most important tool is the explicit relationship of the choices we make and its impact
on others - pure theory has always been
able to avoid this relationship.
Michael J. Quinn
Director, Community
Service Program
Fairfield Prep

Adam invited me to their summer house on
the Cape. I don't know Clay too well but we
get along just fine. His father graduated
from Harvard with Uncle Arthur. Clay will be
living with us in the Townhouses in the
place of Jerry Aido. Jerry says his father can
just about afford tuition here at Fairfield let
alone the dorms or Townhouses. He said he
might even have to transfer to UCONN if

things get much worse. I guess people like
Jerry will never get to experience the
Townhouse scene. Well, better him than
me.
Well, that's all I have to tell you for now, I
did want to tell you everything right away
before anyone else does or before you hear
a different story. You know, sometimes people are so blind to what's around them that
they really can't see how they're thinking or
acting. So much for the changes here at
Fairfield, they're really something, huh?
Love,
Your Son

United Way '82
To the Editor:
As Campus Coordinator
for the United Way Campaign '82,1 want to take this
opportunity to thank all the
students who participated
In the "Halloween" festivities.
I especially want to
express
my
gratitudes to Dae Magrlno, Sherrie Saba and
Mike Bentivegna who have worked with me
throughout the campaign and to all the
other students who worked on the dance
committee and other related committees. In
addition, my sincere thanks to the members
of the Dorm Councils who arranged the
magnificient activities in their dorms. Also
many thanks to the MIRROR for the fine

coverage and suppon ui UM campaign. And
last but not least, to all the students who
supported this year's campaign, my deepest appreciation.
When called upon, the Fairfield University student body never fails to respond to the
needs of others. Your enthusiasm, your
energy, your cooperation have again made It
possible for us to contribute to the needs of
the less fortunate in our area. You all should
be most proud of your accomplishments.
Again "thanks to you - it works for all of
us."

Stephen P. Jakab, AEP
Assistant Provost for Human Resources

Responding To The Needy
To the Editor:

On behalf of the President of the Fairfield
University College Republicans, I would like
to respond to Mr. Stan L. Prager's letter to
the Editor of November 19.
Mr. Prager suggests that the entire $22
billion cut out of social service programs by
President Reagan should be filled in by the
private sector. This is simply not the case.
Much of this money cut from the budget
represented waste, fraud, and misuse of
funds. That money, of course, will not be
recovered by the private sector.
The President, the club membership, and
I are very disheartened by Mr. Prager's closing comments. No, Mr. Prager, the Fairfield
University College Republicans cannot fill
the gap left by Mr. Reagan's cuts. By this
raffle we did, however, try to do our part in
helping people in the area.
One more point must be made. This raffle
did not only have the support of the College
Republicans and many in the University
community, but it had the support of Campus Ministry which gave us the names of

n- ,j patisnes. At this time we would like
to announce that the proceeds of this raffle,
in addition to the cost of the popcorn
maker, which the C.R.s will pick up, will be
donated to the St. John's Church in Stamford. We would like to thank Kim McElaney
and Fr. Bill Cullen for their help.
I would like to close with a quote from Mr.
McAleer's letter:
Of course, this should not be taken as
meaning that the government should
not help the poor at all. On the
contrary, the government will always
help those in need, but only to the
extent possible...
Where the government leaves off, private
groups must begin. Concerned groups such
as Campus Ministry and the College
Republicans have responded. Others have
not.
The success of the Reagan Economic
Program relies on the assumption that there
are very few Americans that will not respond. I think that assumption is correct.
Michael S. Guarnieri '84
Assistant
Fairfield University
College Republicans
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Sadie Danced With "Me And The Boys
by Lucia Mercurio
The day Sadie Hawkins
tickets went on sate, the
campus center was filled
with anxious Fairfield girls
ready to fight for tickets, as
they have in past years. But
when the crowd dispersed,
and everyone who wanted
tickets had them, there were
still some left. Surprisingly,
Sadie was not sold out.
Ralph Lanza, president of
Alpha Epsilon Delta, the
pre-med honor society that
runs Sadie, did not seem
bothered by the unsold tickets—and with just cause.
Sadie Hawkins, which took
place on November 21st,

was a definite success, and
all the attending couples
can
attest
to
that.
"Me And The Boys" was
the band that kept everyone
on their feet and was one of
the best dance bands Fairfield has seen in a long time.
They played a diversified
arrangement of music including songs by: The
Beatles, Pat Benatar, The
Doors, AC-DC and Bruce
Springsteen. There was
something for everyone and
the dance floor was always
crowded. Usually dance
bands are accused of emphasizing one type of
music, or catering to only

The Apple Tree

19

"gives students the
opportunity to direct"

part of the crowd, but "Me
And The Boys" cannot be
considered in this category.
Lanza was pleased with
the event. "It turned out
pretty well," he stated,
when speaking to him at the
dance. Mary Kay Wysocki,
another AED member added, "From the moment the
band started everyone was
up and dancing. There
wasn't a single bad thing
about it." She also stated
that AED was commended
by Campus Center workers
for "one of the best-run
dances in a while." Sold out
or not, Sadie was as enjoyable as it always has been.

tt

by Lisa Sosa
"I can't say it's fun, but it's very
satisfying." Andrew Masini went
on to say that he loved his role as
one of two directors of "The Apple
Tree." The Fairfield University
Playhouse production of "The Apple Tree" begins December 7th
and will run through the 12th.
"The Apple Tree," the Broadway
musical, is made up of three plays,
that all deal with the relationship
between a man and a woman. Mr.
Emerich, who is overseeing the
production, decided to present only two of the plays: "Passionella,"
and "The Diary of Adam and Eve."
This is the first student directed
musical of the year. Karen Pizzuto,
Producer of "The Apple Tree,"
states that "Mr. Emerich wanted
to give students the opportunity to
direct." Mr. Emerich presented
this chance to Nora Edmonds,
directing "Passionella," and to
Andrew Masini, directing "The
Diary of Adam and Eve."
"Passionella," a modern

&

Glee Club's Paul Tusch
by Margery Grey
"I wouldn't trade it for the
world," was one of the enthusiastic comments of Paul
Tusch, president of the Men's
Glee Club, when asked about his
experience with the organization.
A senior majoring in political

science, Tusch's interest in music
was sparked by his brother who
was a music major in college.
Tusch joined a male singing group
in high school, then after transferring to Fairfield in his sophomore
year, joined the Men's Glee Club.
Maintaining the spirit of tradi-

\

tion is the "backbone of the Glee
Club," according to Tusch, and
one of the achievements he hopes
to be able to carry on as president.
The Glee Club is the oldest club
on campus, as well as one of the
only types of fraternal organizations. "Hard work" and "good
times" are both stressed for the
"cohesive group of guys," says
Tusch.
As president of the club, one of
Tusch's functions is to oversee a
lot of details. "Setting up concerts, talking to other schools,
and making sure the equipment is
where it's supposed to be," are all
a part of the president's job. The
fifty member group includes a
stage crew, as well as two smaller
choral groups, the Minstrels and
Bensonians, both of which Tusch
belongs to. Each Glee Club
member has the option of auditioning for these two subgroups.
Surprisingly, music is something Tusch would not consider as
a career. "It's strictly a "part-time
hobby," something he purely enjoys. "The people I've met are invaluable, the guys are fun, and the
places we see are all great!" Law
school is in the future plans. For
someone who is able to manage a
full load of courses, being a resident assistant, as well as president of the Men's Glee Club, law
school will probably be another
step in the path of Paul Tusch.

Cinderella story, deals with a
chimney sweep who dreams of
becoming a movie star. The play
deals with her numerous unexpected experiences. Passionella is
portrayed by Jeanne Zoeller, her
prince charming, Flip, is played by
Floyd Carl, and the chorus includes: Patty Burns, Rick Lawless,
Karen Pizzuto, Mary Ellen Roe,
Mary Tunsheck, Kevin Walsh, and
Rob Watts.
"The Diary of Adam and Eve"
begins with the creation of Adam
in the Garden of Eden and continues through to their eviction
from Paradise. Eve is portrayed by
Diane Zoeller, Adam,, by Rick
Lawless, and the snake by Jerry
Sargent.
"The Apple Tree" will play at 8
pm each night. There will be
cabaret style seating. Admission
is $4 for the general public, and $2
for students and senior citizens.
Reservations are required; call ext.
2204.

Senior Paul Tusch, president of the Fairfield University Men's Glee Club,
does not see music in his future as a career, but feels his role is an invaluable experience.
[Photo by Kit Armour]
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Women's Chorale Voices Christmas Spirit
by Suzanne Steele
It was entitled a "Yuletide
Celebration" and celebrate the
Women's Chorale did in their annual Christmas concert last Sunday afternoon. With a repeat of
last year's popular candlelight procession the girls led us into an inspired musical start of the holiday
season.
The concert was well attended
and showcased the many talents
of those involved. The full chorus,
which has now grown to 46, lent a
freshness and a sparkle to such
traditional favorites as Do You
Hear What I Hear?, and Ding!
Dong! Merrily on High. An international touch was provided with
two selections performed entirely
in French.
The madrigal group called the
Chantadores entertained us with

such classics as Carol of the Bells
and What Child is This?Tt\e Entertainers lived up to their name by
exuberant renditions of The Body
Electric from Fame and a medley
of songs from the show Mame performed with top hats, of course.
The finale, sung by the full
chorus was a rousing, upbeat
song called The Brotherhood of
Man. It was especially appealing
since it began with gospellike
solos from Donna Miralilio,
Jeanne Begley and Karhy Murphy.
The enthusiasm and the professionalism with which they performed under the crisp direction
of Carole Ann Maxwell was
enough to warrant a standing ovation from the audience.
This concert is to be followed
with another one on Dec. 11 at St.

Sonnet To A Breath
No crossroads, no dreams,
No fanciful ideas,
No sound, no beam,
Can you hear me dear?
Eyes, crepuscular and sad,
No twinkle, no tears,
See only what they had;
The sun is nowhere near.
A grey flannel face,
Splashed upon a stone,
Will weather with the years
While a zephyr blows it home.
Sitting in a chair to watch a world hang its head,
Without the warming zephyr, all is dead.
Francis Xavier Drapeau

Catherine of Siena in Greenwich at
8:00. These two Yuletide Celebrations follow m the wake of their
highly successful trip to New York
in November where they taped two
masses for WOR-TV, Channel 9,
which will be aired Dec. 27 and
Jan. 3 at 10:00. According to Kathy
Lennon, the Chorale's president it
was fun not only to do the taping
but also to experience the hot
pretzels and the sights and
sounds of a just decorated New
York City.
Now that the girls have put us in
the Christmas spirit we can only
hope that next semester is just as
successful.
[Photo by Mario Francalangia]

a credit to the
Financial Center

Bonenberger Duo:
by Lisa Sosa
Classical guitarists Gregory and
Geofrey Bonenberger performed
November 17 at 8 p.m., at the
Center for Financial Studies.
The Bonenberger Duo has performed throughout the United
States and Europe. Gregory
Bonenberger studied with Costas
Proakis in Rome and Andres
Segovia in Spain. Whereas,
Geofrey Bonenberger worked in
Rome with Proakas and with
Oscar Ghiglia and Ronald Purcell.
Both Gregory and Geofrey are
graduates of Yale University.
Their repertoire included a good
variety. "L'Encouragement" by
Fernando Sor, and "Prelude in E"
by Manuel Ponce were the audiences two favorites.
"L'Encouragement" was the

best received piece of the evening.
There is a long, slow introduction,
the theme, and then many variations. The introduction was as
soothing as a child's lullaby. The
theme was composed of quick,
lively, sharp notes. One man
stated that he, "liked the variety, it
had a lot of changes in it."
"Prelude in E" originally written
to include a guitar and harpsicord,
was transcribed by Gregory Bonenberger to include another
guitar. During this well received
piece, Geogrey's fingers seem to
be dancing on the strings. While
Gregory's long, agile fingers, according to one woman, "literally
looked like a spider." She was

JOHN E. PERHAM
GUILD OPTICIAN
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NEW YEAR'S EVE
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Hours:
4:30-1:00 Sun. - Thurs.
4:30 • 2:00 Fri. & Sat.

referring to the speed at which
Gregory was able to move his
fingers along the neck of his
guitar.
The Bonenberger Duo was well
received by members of the Fairfield community and university.
Partial funding for this program
was made possible through a
grant from the New England
Foundation for the Arts, the
Connecticut Commission on the
Arts, and the National Endowment
for the Arts.
The Bonenberger Duo proved a
credit to the Center of Financial
Studies. They drew the largest and
most enthusiastic concert audience to the Center this year.
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Classified
THE MIRROR WILL ACCEPT PREPAID MAIL-IN
OR WALK-IN CLASSIFIEDS ONLY. IF YOU
WISH TO PLACE YOUR AD IN THE COUNSELING CENTER FILE AS WELL AS IN THE MIRROR FOR A $3 FEE, PLEASE CONTACT THE
COUNSELING CENTER OR CALL THE MIRROR
AT 255-5411, EXT. 2533.
BASEBALL CARDS Wanted by
Private Collector. Call after 5 p.m.
259-4015.
REWARD - $50 - Return of directory sign for building. 1583 Post
Rd. Call 259-5251. No questions
asked.

PART-TIME Marketlnq Position. If
you are a Jr. or Sr., hard worker,
and can handle making your own
hrs., you qualify. Card #295.
STUDENT to live-in in exchange
for being at home around 4 p.m.
and preparing dinner meal for two
children. Card #294.

STAMFORD RESUME SERVICE
-Call Career & Life Planning
Center. 964-0780.

STUDENT needed for office cleaning, on a daily basis after 5 p.m.
Card #293.

VOLUNTEERS needed to teach
Dungeons & Dragons. One afternoon a wk., around 3:00. Card
#301.

BOOKKEEPER A.M. or P.M. Card
#292.

RACQUET CLUB needs students
evenings and/or weekends - evenings 5-11 p.m., Sats. 3-8 p.m.,
Suns. 9-2:30 p.m. or 2:30-8 p.m.
Plenty or study time. Salary $3.50
hr. Card #300.
JR. OR SENIOR Accounting major
needed for 16-20 hrs. with Accounting firm. Salary negotiable. Card
#299.
4-5 STUDENTS (male or female)
needed for light delivery of consumer products in Ffld., Westport,
Stratford & Bridgeport. Must have
own small car. Steady work - Hrs.
flex. Paid by # of deliveries made.
Card #298.
ROOM FREE for house-sitting and
dogsitting - Male preferred. Card
#297.
3 DRIVERS needed to drive cars
from New York to local Chevrolet
dealership. TODAY - From noon to
approx. 3 p.m. Card #296.

ENGLISH TUTOR for 7th grade
girl. Oncea wk. or wknd.Card #292.
STUDENT needed to child-sit and
fix supper. 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Mon.-Frt for 12 yr. old. Card #291.
STUDENT needed to prepare simple supper and transport two girls
(ages 12 & 13) to activities. I will
pay for mileage. Approx. 2 hrs. per
day. Mon. & Wed. 4 p.m. - 6:15 p.m.
Other days flex. hrs. around dinner
hour. Weekdays only. Card #290.

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES
for 15 words
or less

PACKAGING Machine Operators
-Health & Beauty Aids • Training
provided. Immed. openings for
evenings 4:30-1:00 a.m. - Salary
$5.05 hr. Card #281.

CLASS

$1
10 words.
INTERVIEWERS, Test Administrators. Conduct group sessions in So. Conn. High Schools
as part of an on-going National
Study. Some work in communities
locating people who have moved
since last study. Work begins
Feb.-May. 25 hrs. wk. average.
Time must be flex. Car necessary,
mileage allow. Card #283.

FOR QUICK PRINTING
Flyers

GENERAL Office Work. 12-18 hrs.
wk. Hrs. flex. $4.50 hr. Card #279.
FEMALE Beach House-mate needed. Jan. - June '82, at $160 &
utilities mnthly. Card #278.

B

5

Tickets

7 STUDENTS needed for inventory
- Dec. 19-22nd. 8 hr. days. $4.50 hr.
Trans, can be arranged. Card #282.
FOR SALE • 1 Pair of brand new
Women's Reebok Running shoes
size 7V2. Highly rated. $25. Call
366-2415.
TELEPHONE Solicitor. Hrs. flex.
Salary $4-$5 hr. Card #280.

EARN FREE travel and Extra
Money as a representative for Collegiate Travel - Call John collect at
617-383-0960 (10-5) or 212-307-5366
(6-11 p.m.)

Resumes

§

Et Cetera

z

1136 Post Road —
Right off Shuttle Route
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Telephone: (203) 255-3506

TEMPORARY Christmas Help
-Bridgeport Mall - Sales &
Cashiers. Card #288.
STUDENT needed with knowledge
of soldering. Soldering circuit
boards. Hrs. flex. Card #286.
STUDENT needed as General
Helper - wrapping-labeling. Hrs.
flex. Card #285.
FREE ROOM, Bath, Board, Use of
car to female student (preferably
graduate student) in exchange for
part-time housekeeping & dinner
preparation. Card #284.

WHAT COULD THE ARMY POSSIBLY
OFFER A BRIGHT PERSON LIKE YOU?
Drop your guard for a
minute. Even though you're
in college right now, there
are many aspects of the Army
that you might find very
attractive.
Maybe even irresistible.
See for yourself.

MED SCHOOL. ON US
You read it right.
The Army's Health Professions Scholarship
Program provides necessary tuition, books, lab
fees, even microscope rental during medical
school.
Plus a monthly stipend that works out ID
about $6,000 a year
After you're accepted into medical
school, you can be accepted into our program.
Then you're commissioned and you go
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the
Army Reserve.
The hitch? Very simple. After you graduate,
you give the Army a year as a doctor for every
year the Army gave you as a med student, with
a minimum obligation of three years' service.

ft CASK BONUSES
Besides scholarships to medical school, the
Army also offers AMA-approved first-year
post-graduate and residency training programs.
Such training adds no further obligation to
the scholarship participant. But any Civilian
Graduate Medical Education sponsored by the
Army gives you a one-year obligation for
every year of sponsorship, with a minimum
obligation of two years' service.
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every
year you're paying back medical school or postgraduate training.
So you not only get your medical education
paid for, you get extra pay while you're paying
it back. Not a bad deal.

A GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is one
of excellence, dedication, even heroism. And
it's a challenge to live up to.
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome of
professionalism, regarded as a critical member
of the Army Medical Team.
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical
spectrum is almost impossible to match in
civilian practice.
And, since you'll be an Army Officer, you'll
enjoy more respect and authority than most of
your civilian counterparts. You'll also enjoy
travel opportunities, officer's pay and officer's
privileges.
Army Nursing offers educational opportunities that are second to none. As an Army
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate degree
programs at civilian universities.

ADVANCED NURSING COURSE.
TUmOM-FREE
You get tuition, pay and living allowances.
You can also take Nurse Practitioner courses
and courses in many clinical specialities. All on
the Army.
While these programs do not cost you any
money, most of them do incur an additional
service obligation.

A CHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW
If you're about to get your law degree and
be admitted to the bar, you should consider a
commission in the Judge Advocate General
Corps. Because in the Army you get to practice
law right from the start.
While your classmates are still doing other
lawyers' research and other lawyers' briefs, you
could have your own cases, your own clients,
in effect, your own practice.

Plus you'll have the pay, prestige and privileges of being an Officer in the United States
Army. With a chance to travel and make the
most of what you:ve worked so hard to
become. A real, practicing lawyer. Be an Army
Lawyer.

ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS
Though you're too iate for a 4-year
scholarship, there are 3-, 2-, and even 1-year
scholarships available.
They include tuition, books, and lab fees.
Plus $ 100 a month living allowance. Naturally
they're very competitive. Because
besides helping you towards your
degree, an ROTC scholarship helps
you towards the gold bars of an
Army Officer
Stop by the ROTC office on
campus and ask about details.

UP TO $170 A MONTH
You can combine service in the
Army Reserve or National Guard
with Army ROTC and get between
$7,000 and $14,000 while you're
still in school.
It's called the Simultaneous
Membership Program. You get $100
a month as an Advanced Army ROTC
Cadet and an additional $70 a month
(sergeants pay) as an Army Reservist.
When you graduate, you'll be
commissioned as a Second Lieutenant,
but not necessarily
assigned to active duty. Find
out about it.

A BONUS FOR
PART-TIME WORK
You can get a $1,500
bonus just for enlisting in some Army Reserve
units. Or up to $4,000 dollars in educational
benefits,
You also get paid for your Reserve duty. It
comes out to about $1,100 a year for one weekend
a month and two weeks annual training.
And now we have a special program to help
you fit the Army Reserve around your school
schedule.
It's worth a look.

A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE
Some may find college to be the right place
at the wrong time for a variety of reasons The
Army can help them, too.
A few years in the Army can help them get
money for tuition and the maturity to use it
wisely.
The Army has a program in which money
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the
government. Then, if one qualifies, a generous
bonus is added to that.
So 2 years of service can get you up to
$15,200 for college. 3 and 4 years up to $20,100.
In addition, bonuses up to $5,000 are available
for 4-year enlistments in selected skills.
Add in the experience and maturity gained.
and the Army can send an individual back to
college a richer person in more ways than one.
We hope these Army opportunities have
intrigued you as welt as surprised you. Because
there is indeed a lot the Army can offer a bright
person like you.

Call Your Local Army
Representative at:

579-5673
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Athletes Of
The Week
by Debra A. Estock
This week's athlete of the week
award recognizes a total team effort. Last week, the MWAA's as
the men's football champions,
were selected. This week the MIRROR gives due credit to the ladies,
the naming to the Mixed Nuts, the
women's intramural football
champions. The Mixed Nuts won
the championship game by a
score of 6-0, defeating the
Quailers. During league play they
were undefeated, compiling a 7-0-1
record for the season.
In an exciting defensive contest
that featured only one score, a 25
yd. touchdown pass, team
member Kathy Klaus had these
comments. "I can't pick out any
one indiviudal, you have to give
credit to the whole team. The
whole team played extremely
well."
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Reap's Ramblings

A.S.S. BOOSTS STAGS

"We are really happy to have
won this year," Klaus said. "Most
of our team members are seniors,
and they have played together
since their freshman year. We had
made it all the way to the finals
before, but we always got beat.
But this year we really wanted to
win being our last year, and we
finally won."
The team members, in addition
to Klaus are; Co-Captains, Mary
Ann Cox, Junior, and Jackie
Franzel, Senior, Patty Lanza,
Senior, Tricia Ciolek, Senior,Carol
Seier, Senior,Janet Canepa, Senior,
Ellen Fantry, Senior,Clare Sullivan,
Senior, Regina Hughes, Senior,
Kathy Killoran, Junior, Laurie
Serra, Senior, Angela King,
Sophomore, Marita Kuhn, Senior,
Chris Sperry, Sophomore, Mercy
Madar, Senior.

by Patrick Reap
In the Fairfield Stag locker
room last Saturday night, a clear
consensus emerged: the
thundering crowd noise was a
definite factor in the 30 point
rout of respectable Maine. Let's
listen to a few of the players:
BOBBY HURT: "They were
beautiful. That's the other key.
Without the crowd, maybe Maine
could have stayed in the game a
little longer. They're a valuable
sixth man and we appreciate it,
you know."
HANK FOSTER: "Excellent. I
really like that A.S.S. (Association of Stag Supporters) association. When I'm on the court and
the crowd starts going wild, it
really gets me going. They were
about a 10-15 point advantage."
PETE DeBISSCHOP: "They
were the sixth man...definitely.
We just had an emotional high."
RICH D'ANTONIO: "They were
super...it's like Stagmania coming back. I just hope they keep it
up...it's a definite factor."
VIN CAZZETTA: 'They were
great. We need a crowd. I know
from high school (Northwest
Catholic) that the crowd carried
us. I'd say tonight they were a
14-16 point advantage."
RICH WEJNERT: "I think the
fans are great. The student body
is really getting involved. If that
keeps up this is gonna be the
hardest place to play in the East.
No one will be able to beat us in
our gym. If we play like we did
tonight we can beat anyone on
our schedule."
So, although it may be a bit
premature to proclaim a return of
Stagmania the likes of which hit
the campus during the DeSantisMark Young era, the enthusiasm
level is the highest in three
years. With continued support
the Fairfield gym may indeed be
one of the toughest places for a
visiting team to win.

Along with growing fan support, the steady play of Wejnert,
a 6-8 forward, has also been a
major plus thusfar. After a disappointing season last year, Wejnert has strung together four
solid games, leads the team with
a 15.8 av., is hitting on 61/from
the floor, pulling down five rebounds a game, while keeping
his turnovers down to nine for

Rich Wejnert: "If that keeps up,
this is gonna be the hardest
place to play in the East."

the year. Wejnert has played key
roles in all three wins, with 15
points against Virginia Commonwealth, a game-high 25
against Bridgeport, while adding
a dozen points against Maine.
Wejnert credits Coach Terry
O'Connor with creating a better
atmosphere to play basketball.
"Coach O'Connor is great. He
knows what I went through last
year...by no means am I expected to carry this team," says
Wejnert.
"I'm a lot more relaxed...!
haven't made a sloppy turnover
in four games."
Wejnert's lack of turnovers

QUALITY LEATHER JACKETS
STARTING AT $89.95
Flight Jackets* Car coats
Motorcycle Jackets* Leather vests
Sheepskin jackets* Leather Pants
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has been one of the keys to the
successful Stag fast break, and
Wejnert enjoys the new-found
Stag running game.
"When you're playing that
kind of ball, and scoring 90
points, it's exciting to watch and
play.
The fans and players would
rather be in a 90 point game than
a 50 point game."
An instrumental part of any
running game is a good bench,
since players are more likely to
need a rest, and Wejnert praised
O'Connor in that area also'.
"The substitution policy is
good. In the past, the substitutions sometimes didn't make
sense...it was erratic. He (O'Connor) gets the right guys off the
bench at the right time.
He's on our level...he's not
that far removed from our situation because of his age," Wejnert said of the 34-year-old
O'Connor. "He communicates
well because he knows what
we're going through. He's made
it enjoyable. He's made it fun to
play."
Coach O'Connor has also
been impressed with Wejnert
saying, "He comes out and plays
with confidence. I just think he's
a good player. I don't know what
happened last year. Maybe it was
the layoff (Wejnert sat out a year
after transferring from Univ. of
South Carolina) maybe it was the
buildup, maybe it was the
pressure."
In any event, Wejnert seems to
be back on track this year, putting his situation in proper
perspective after last season.
"I learned a lot of things last
year. I was trying to impress the
fans, the newspapers and the
coach. It was stupid. All I want to
do now is play hard, relax and
have fun. It seems to be working
out so far."

OPEN BOOK SHOP
THIS CHRISTMAS
Remember Family,
Friends & Self
From our full-line of

Books, Cards,
Calendars
We're just down the street
and we wrap & mail
27 Unquowa Rd.
259-1412

(203) 227-5889
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performance international racing sailboardl
SPECIAL $895

MAGNUM SAILBOARDS
#390—Overall European Champion 1980
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SANTA CLAUS
IS COMING
TOTHENAUT

SPECIAL $695.00

BOARD SAILING ACCESSORIES
Harnesses, surfing boots, t-shirts, storm
sails AND MORE!!
EXPERIENCED WINDSURFING REP. WANTED FOR FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY

Prices effective to 12/31/81
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"Barney wishes you all a Merry Christmas!"
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740 Fairfield Beach Rd., Fairfield, CT
Across from Nautilus

Monday Night, December 14th
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Hoopsters Blow By Maine 90-60: Stand 3-1
by Patrick Reap
After being crushed by national
powerhouse University of Virginia,
the Fairfield Stags have reeled off
three straight wins, including a
90-60 destruction of Maine Saturday night. Fairfield appears in
the Utah Classic tomorrow and
Saturday night, before a December 19th showdown with Boston
College here.
The Stags began their season
thelday after Thanksgiving against
5th-ranked Virginia. Fairfield was
literally never in the game, as the
Cavaliers scored the first 13
points of the game, rolling up a
55-24 halftime lead, and winning
107-66.
All-American Ralph Sampson
played 21 minutes, racking up 13
points, and also freeing the Cav
forwards for numerous baskets.
Stag center Pete DeBisschop
aptly identified Sampson as the
key, explaining, "He's so huge...
when he's in there it's a different
ballgame."
Fairfield came back two nights
later to earn an impressive win
over Virginia Commonwealth
58-54 in overtime. As in many
wins last season, 6-6 forward
Hank Foster was the key to the
upset.
Foster scored 323 points, including all four overtime points on
free throws, and added a dozen rebounds, securing a spot on the All
tourney team.
Also impressive was 6-8 captain Rich Wejnert, the most pleasant surprise of the young season.
Wejnert added 15 points on a 7-10
shooting night.

O'Connor said he was pleased
Fairfield didn't give up early, after
being down ten, adding, "It showed that we can play well."
Fairfield returned to host
Bridgeport Wednesday night, in a
game delayed 35 minutes by the
power failure. The Stags likewise
started slowly, managing only an
18-18 tie after the first ten
minutes with the pesky Division II
opponent. Senior co-captain Ken
Daniels and Foster then paced the
Stags to an 11-0 burst, as Fairfield took a comfortable 45-34
halftime lead.
Again it was Wejnert keying the
Stag offense in the first half, as he
combined a smooth outside shot
with an aggressive inside game
producing 17 first-half points.
It was a balanced Stag attack
that finally upped the Fairfield
lead to 17 at 87-70 with four
minutes to play. Again, the Stag
defense was lulled asleep, as
Bridgeport outscored Fairfield
19-9, forcing O'Connor to put four
starters back into the game with
:28 remaining. Two Kenny Daniels'
free throws produced the final
margin of victory, 96-89.
A consistent fast break and a
1-3-1 press were positive aspects
of the win, yet the defensive
lapses Fairfield incurred were a
matter of concern for O'Connor,
who was not pleased with the
overall game.
"We played horrible defense,"
said O'Connor. "The only thing I
think we did well was run the
break."
Foster, who scored 18 points,
added, "We weren't playing with

intensity the entire game. We were
letting up too much on defense."
It was a completely different
story Saturday night, as the Stags
produced a quintessential destruction of Maine, who the week
before had lost to University of
Connecticut 68-53.
A consistently vocal crowd, a
blazing fast break, and a stingy
Stag defense played equal parts in
the blowout.
After Maine took a short-lived
12-10 lead, Fairfield humbled
Maine 22-8 for the remainder of
the half. Kenny Daniels' tremendous defense, Bobby Hurt's
smooth direction of the fast break,
and sharpshooter Rich Wejnert
gave Fairfield the 32-20 halftime
edge.
O'Connor went to a three-guard
alignment to begin the second
half because Wejnert had three
fouls, and sophomore forward
Jerry Johnson sat out the game
with an injured lower back. Yet the
trio of Daniels, Hurt and Mike
Aldridge ran circles around Maine
increasing the Stag lead to 52-28.
As O'Connor went to his bench,
all eleven Stags he used continued to keep the pressure on, until the game mercifully ended with
a 90-60 win, and one of the most
explosive second halves in years
(58 points).
Bobby Hurt, possibly the most
underrated guard in New England,
contributed a solid all-around effort with 18 points (7 of 8 from the
floor). Wejnert, Daniels and DeBisschop added a dozen each, while
Mike Aldridge scored nine.

Junior guard Mike Aldridge culminates perfect fast break as Stag guards
Bobby Hurt #10 and Kenny Daniels #25 leave lone Maine defender in the
dust.
[Kevin Kunke photo]
So, the running Stags have raced to the best start since the
78-79 team of DeSantis and
Young. However, four grueling
contests (including Tuesday
night's game vs. UConn after we

went to press) awaited the Stags
afterthe 3-1 start. Yet, three consecutive wins thus far, with the
sole loss at the hands of a national
power is an excellent way to begin
a season.

Women's Indoor Track Debuts
by Delia J. Smith

Inside Moves. Henry Foster hammers home 2 of his 18 points in
Wednesday's 96-89 win over UB.
[Kevin Kumke photo]

Skaters Down
Conn. College 6-2
by Joe DiPietro
A 6-2 win over Connecticut College and a 4-2 loss to Amherst left
the Fairfield hockey team's record
at 2-1 for the young season.
Greg Inman and Steve Festa
provided most of the offensive
firepower in the squad's only loss.
Coach McCarthy says that three
power play goals killed his team.
"We had eight penalities and they
had six. They converted three
times and we were shut out on the
power play. Most of the games
this year will come down to who
scores more goals when they have
the man-advantage. Other than a
slight letdown in the second
period, I believe we played well
enough to win the game."
The Stags played more than
well enough in their victory this
week. "The team really broke the
game open in the third period,"
noted Dr. McCarthy. "If it weren't
for their excellent goaltending, we
could have piled up ten goals."
In evaluating the teams pro-

gress, Dr. McCarthy is most impressed with the performance of
freshman defenseman Tom
Geraghty. "He's a two way player,
very poised for a freshman." He
also had praise for goaltender
Billy Oakes.
Progress has been somewhat
hampered with the loss of Bruce
Garcia and Mike Dowd, two
players who left the squad for personal reasons. "Our depth is
suspect," says Dr. McCarthy. "We
don't have a farm team. You can
expect Terrence Toal and Bruce
Levy to see a lot more playing time
now."
Dr. McCarthy is pleased with
the performance of the team but
not with the behavior of the fans.
"I appreciate fan support, but not
when it turns into rowdyism and
destruction. The team will
ultimately be penalized for this;
the fans are an extension of the
team. The rink is reasonable and I
want to be reasonable in return."
The Sfagsrnext game is against
Quinnipiac on December 9.

Nineteen eighty-one is the
beginning of a new era in women's
sports here at Fairfield. The
women's basketball team entered
Division I play. The women's
cross-country club completed its
first season, and most recently, a
women's indoor track and field
club was formed.
At the onset of their first
season, Women's Indoor Track
Coach, Dr. Boitano noted, "This is
the first indoor program which
Fairfield has ever had. As such, I
doubt that our team will be competitive until the end of the
season. We will be competing
against teams which have had ongoing indoor programs and have
been practicing since school
began in September. We are simp-

ly looking forward to learning what
the competition is like."
On Sunday, December 6, Fairfield University's Indoor Track and
Field Club participated In its first
meet, a nonscoring, developmental meet at UConn. After
this meet, Coach Boitano "was
very encouraged."
The team performed well, with
many outstanding individual performances. Mary Ann Cox placed
second in the 55-meter hurdles
with a time of 9:46. In the 55-m
dash, Karen Hill placed third with
a clocking of 8 secondhand in
fourth place, Clare Hannaway
crossed the finish line with a time
of 8:01. Liz Hare and Eileen
Johnston finished the 3-kilometer
run in third (14:14:26) and fourth

(14:31:26) places, respectively.
Diane Sullivan finished fourth with
a clocking of 5:36:97 in the
1500-meter run, and in the
800-meter run Carla Lohmann
placed second with a time of
2:47:83. Karen Hill and Maura
Comer placed second and fourth,
respectively, in the 200-meter run.
Karen's time was 31:03 sec, and
Maura's was 31:40 sec.
The 4 x 400 relay team placed
fifth with a time of 5:04:05, and
Joan Turek placed fourth in the
high jump with a jump of 4'4".
Marianne Cox jumped 14 '5%" for
fourth place in the long jump,
while Karen Hill placed fifth with a
jump of 12'6".
The club's next meet will be on
Sunday at Farmingdale.

Lady Stags Run By St. Francis 90-53
Fairfield's women's basketball
team, making the move to Division
I this season has gotten off to a
good start winr'ng 3 of their first
four games. Their latest win came
over St. Francis Friday.
Led by head coach Dianne
Nolan, entering her third year at
the helm, the Lady Stags lost their
season opener to a solid Boston
University club 83-66. Three nights
later, however, the team put their
first notch under the win column
squeaking by Harvard down the
stretch 56-54. The second victory
came Wednesday over UB 72-58
and on Friday, they blew out St.
Francis 90-53.
It didn't take long for the squad
to get a taste of Division I competition losing to an established BU
team. However, sophomore forward Carolyn Hodges, coming off
an outstanding freshman season
tossed in 25 points in a losing ef-

fort. Despite the loss, Nolan was
pleased with the team's play. "BU
is a very good club. Considering it
was our first game, and away, I
saw many plusses. The team jelled
well, and our freshmen played an
integral part."
The freshmen she is referring to
are 6'4" center Katrina Fields and
5'7" Patrice Wallace, both out of
Mt. Vernon High School in New
York.
Against Harvard, it didn't take
long for Fields to display her
prowess as she scored 20 points
and pulled down 11 rebounds and
tossed in a big basket with less
than a minute to go to lead the
Lady Stags to the 56-54 win.
Against UB, it was Wallace's
turn. She led Fairfield with 13
points while playing a key role in
the fast break. Nolan talked about
Fairfield's running game. "I'm very
impressed with the team's ability

to run thus far. With Fields and
Hodges controlling the boards
and co-captains Johnna Warner
and Janine Demarest along with
Wallace able to push the ball upcourt we have been able to establish a very successful game."
The Lady Stags' new look was
on full display as they rolled to an
easy 90-53 win. In the contest, 14
players registered points in the
book.
After the first four games, three
players were averaging in double
figures: Hodges, Fields and
Wallace. Nolan emphasized her
bench strength as a key to Fairfield's success. "With freshman
Alison Martinsky (6'3") and junior
Loretta Goerke (5'8") we've got
talent down low on the bench and
at the guard spot, sophomore Liz
Sterling." Nolan went on to mention that down to the last player,
Fairfield's bench is solid.

